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SMOKE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 
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ASHRAE Member 

ABSTRACT 

Considerable advances in smoke control tschnology 
have occurred in the last few decades. However, smoke 
control is just beginning to take its proper place as a fire 
protection tool. This paper provides an overview of this 
technology, Including discussions of the fundamental 
principles, stairwell pressurization, zoned smoke control, 
elevator smoke control, system activation, and aocept
ance testing. In addition, the problems of smoke purging 
are addressed. 

INTRODUCTION 

In building fire situations, smoke flows through nu mer· 
ous leakage paths to locations remote from the fire. 
threatening life and damaging property. These leakage 
paths can be open doors. gaps around closed doors, 
stairwells. elevator shafts. and cracks or openings in con· 
struction. As a solution to the smoke problem, the concept 
of smoke control has been developed. Smoke control 
makes use of fans ta produce pressure differences and 
airflows that can control smoke movement. 

The idea of pressurizing stairwells ta provide a tenable 
environment within egress routes during building fires was 
first advanced in the late 1960s. At about the same time, the 
concept of the "pressure sandwich" evolved. This idea 
consisted of exhausting the fire floor and pressurizing sur· 
rounding floors with the intent of limiting smoke movement 
ta the fire floor. The pressure sandwich concept has 
evolved into today's zoned smoke control systems. 

Research and development of smoke control tech
nology has been conducted worldwide, with the majority 
having been performed in Canada. England, France, 
Japan , the United States, and West Gefmany. The 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) published a design 
manual for smoke control systems (Klote and Fothergill 
1983) which was the first document on the subject specifi· 
cally intended for use by designers. However. the manual 
has also been used extensively by fire protection prates· 
sionals and code officials. Recently, the Smoke Manage
ment Systems Committee of the National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) has developed a draft smoke control 
document, NFPA 92A (1987). This document was formally 
approved for publication by the NFPA membership at its 
annual meeting in November 1987. 

This paper provides an overview of smoke control 
technology including discussions of the advances that 
have occurred since the public(ltion of the ASHRAE 
Smoke Control Manual. In addition, the problems of smoke 
purging are addressed. Because smoke control is still in 
the early stages of development, no widely accepted view 
has emerged as to appropriate applications of th is new fire 
protection tool, Much is known about the physical capabili
ties of smoke control technology: however, there are still 
widely divergent opinions among the experts concerning 
many practical points of applying this technology. These 
differences of opinion are identified as such and are dis
cussed in this paper. The paper is intended for members 
of the building design and construction community, in· 
eluding HVAC engineers, fire protection engineers. and 
code officials. Methods of design analysis are discussed 
in general terms only in this paper. since they are treated 
in detail in the ASH RAE Smoke Control Manual. Neither 
this paper nor the ASH RAE manual address the problems 
of smoke management of atriums and other large spaces. 
However. the NFPA Smoke Management Systems Com
mittee is developing a document to address the design of 
these systems. 

In this paper. the term "smoke" is used in accordance 
with the NFPA 92A definition, which states that smoke con
sists of the airborne solid and liquid particulates and gases 
evolved when a material undergoes pyrolysis or combus
tion, together with the quantity of air that is entrained or 
otherwise mixed into the mass. 

CONCEPT OF SMOKE CONTROL 

Smoke control uses barriers (walls, floors. doors, etc.) 
in conjunction with airflows and pressure differences pro
duced by mechanical fans. Two basic principles of smoke 
control can be stated as follows: 

Airflow by itself can control smoke movement if the 
average velocity if of sufficient magnitude. 

An air pressure difference across a barrier can..actto 
control smoke movement. 

The use of air pressure differences across barriers to 
control smoke movement is frequently referred to as 
pressurization. Pressurization results in airflows in the small 
cracks and gaps in barriers, thereby preventing smoke 
backflow through these openings. Therefore, in a strict 
physical sense, the second principle is a special case of the 
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first principle. However. cqnsldering the two principles as 
separate is advantageous tor engineering applications of 
smoke control. For a barrier with one or more large open
ings, air velocity is the appropriate physical quantity for ;; 
both design and testing. When there are only small cracks, 
as around closed doors, designing to and testing for air 
velocities is impractical. In this case, the appropriate .quan
tity is pressure difference. 

The ASHRAE Smoke Control Ma·nual discusses 
Thomas's methods of estimating the necessary critical air 
velocity needed to prevent smoke backflow through a 
corridor, and this method can be used to obtain a rough 
estimate for an open doorway or other large'opening. This 
critical velocity depends on the energy release rate and the 
width of the opening. A room 'fully involved ir:i fire could 
have an energy release rate on the order of 8 x 106 Btu/11 
(2.4 MW)., and for this fire a critical velocity of about 800 fpm 
(4 m/s) would be needed to prevent smoke backflow 
through a 3 ft {0.9 m) wide doorway. A wastebasket fire 
might be on the order of 0.43 x 106 Btu/h (125 MW). To 
protect against ~make backtlow during this smaller fire. a 
velocity of about 300 fpm (1:5 m/s) is neede(j tor the same 
door width. Smoke from a sprinklered fire may be consid
ered to be near ambient temperature due to the cooling 
effect of water spray. Thdmas's rnethbd is not appropriate 
for the small temperature differences due to a sprinklered 
fire. Based on an analysis by Shaw and Whyte (1974), for 
a temperature difference of only 3.6°F (2°C), an average 
velocity of 50 fpm (0.25 mis) would·be needed to prevent 
smoke backtlow. ' 

There are two problems with-controlling smoke from 
unsprlnklered fires by airflow: first, ttie airflow rates are very 
great. requfring expensive fans and, second, the large 
flows can result in unacceptably large door opening forces. 
(What constitutes acceptable door opening forcesiis dis
cussed later.) Therefore, airflow is not normally relied on as 
the primary means to achieve smoke control in buildings. 
Airflow is appropriate for special applications such as 
tunnels. but it is not discussed furtt)er in this paper. 

Pressurization Is 8Jmost always the means by which 
smoke control is achieved in building situations. However. 
the effect of open doors In these barriers must be consid
ered. If doors are .opened for only the short time needed 
for a person to escape a smoke-contaminated space, the 
resulting ~mall amount of smoke infiltrating into the pro· 
tected area probably will not adversely ·affect the perfor
mance of the smoke control system. The potential danger 
of open doors in smoke barriers needs to-be evaluated for 
each application, keeping in mind the fire evacuation plan 
and the total fire protection system of the building. 

METHOD OF DESIGN ANALYSIS 
The methods of design analysis presented in the 

ASHRAE-·Smoke Control Manual include applications 
appropriate for hand-held calculator~. and more ccinipli-· 
cated applications, which, for practical purposes. require 
computer analysis. Chapter 3 of he manual describes 
the computer program for· analysis of smoke control 
systems (ASCOS). Since publication of the manual, aver
sion of ASCOS has become available for use on personal 
computers. 1 
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The methods of analysisln the ASH RAE Smoke Con- .... 
trol Manual directly incorporate the effects of friction losses 
in shafts, temperature differences betvteen the inside and 

·: outside of the building, and wind forces. The fire effect.of 
· smoke buoyancy is not directly incoq:>orated into the 

methods of analysis. This fire effect 1s incorporated 
indirectly in the analysis by selection of the minimum 
design pressure differences as input parameters for t~ 
analysis. The selection of thes'e pressure differences·" 
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. should be based on engineering understanding of fire pro
tection and of fire growth and develoP.,ment. Later in the 
paper, some suggested value of !liis parameter are 
presented. Because buildings have many leakage paths, 
the fi re effect of gas expansioQ is not incorporated in the 
ASHRAE Smoke Control Manual's methods of analysis. 
For unusually tight spaces, such as bank vaults or military 
ships, gas expansion should be considered. 

, ,!,. ,\.' 

An advantage qf the analysis approach in the 
ASH RAE manual is that it is simple a.nd direct, lending itself 

. to the tim~ and cost constraints of the day-to-day design 
1 world. Further, this metnod lends Itself to design of systems 
for which acceptance testing criteria are straightforward to 
establish and apply. Because fire effects are incorporated 
by the s~lection of design ~ressure differences. smoke 
control systems are designed for the same-type of airflow 
conditions for which they operate during their acceptance 
tests. Thus, acceptance criteria can consist of meeting 
specific pressure difference requirements, as described 
later in this paper. Ciearly, thjs analytical approach is 
superior to the rule-of-thumb methoqs that preceded it. 

The results of two separate series of fire tests on 
pressurized stairwe Is (DeCicco 1973; Cresci 1973; Kaplan 
1973) tend to SL!pport the belief that the analytical approach 
of the ASHRAE manual is appropriate for design of· 
building smoke control systems. To evaluate t11fs.approach 
further ~d to study the i~terrelation between building fires 
and zoned smoke control systems, the Center for Fire 
Researcri'·at the Natio(lal Bureau of Standards (NBS) is 
engaged in a project of full-scale fir~.s In a building sched· 
uled for demolition. · , 

PRESSURE DIFFE;RENCES 

It is appropriate to consider both a maximum and a 
minimum allowable pressure difference across a barrier of 
a smoke control system. The values discussed in this sec
tion are based on the recommendations in NFPA 92A. The 
maximum allo\o\'able P,Cessure difference should be a value 
that does not result in excessiye door opening forces, but 
it is ditficulHo determine.what constitutes exce,ssive door 
opening forces. The force to open a door is the sum of the 
forces to overcome the door closer and to overcome the 
pressure difference across the door. ClearlY., a_person's 
physical condition is a major factor in determining a 
reasonable door opening force for that person. Section 
5·2.1.4.3 of the Life Safety Code (NFPA 1985) states that the 
force required to open any door in a means of egress shall 
.not exceed 30 lb {133 N). For this limitation, maximum 

1A disk of this program plus example data files can be obtained for 
a modest price from the Society of Fire Protection Engineers 
(60 Batterymarch St., Boston, MA 02110). 
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TABLE 1 
Maximum Allowable Pressure Differences 

Across Doors (Inches Water Gage) 

Door Closer Force Door Width (Inches) , 
(lb) 32 36, . 40 44 46 

6 0.45 0.40 0.37 0.34 0.31 
8 0.41 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.28 

10 0.37 0.34 0.30 0.28 0.26 
12 0.34 0.30 0.27 o.zs 0.23 
14 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.22 0.21 

Notes: 1 . Tota! door opening force is 30 lb ( 133 N); 2. Door height is·y ft (2.13 m) 

.. ., 

allowable pressure differences: calculated by th~melhods 
presented in the ASHRAE Smoke Control Manual, are 
listed in Table 1. 

CautiOn should be exercised ii) ~valuating door closer 
force, because the force produced by the closer when the 
door is closing is often different fr,9mJhe force required to 
overcome the closer when opel"ling.the door. Many door 
closers require less force in the initial portions.of the open~ 
ing cycle than that required to brir'lci' t.~e door to the fall open 
position. The door closer force in Table 1 is the force the 
door closer exerts on the door at me <:Jery'beginning of the 
opening cycle. 

The previously described metho(:i of design analysis 
directly incorporates the effects of w.irid andstack action, 
but the fire effect is .not directly included in this design 
analysis. The fire effect is addressee;! by selection of the 
minimum design pressure difference. :rhe smoke control 
system should be designed to maintain thlsminimum value 
under likely conditions of stack effect and wind i:ind when 
there is no building fi~e (such as during acceptance :eir1 

routine testing). Som~ _suggestecl 'minimum 'design 
pressure differences are .listed in Table 2. The values for · 
nonsprinklered spaces are those thaf will.not be over~om.e !:
by the buoyar:icy forces pt hot gase~. Ttiese values were 
calculated-for a gas temperature. ot 1700°F, for a height 
above the neutral plane of two-third$ of) .he ceiling height, 
and with a safety factor of 0.03 in watet g9uge. If values are 
desired for oth~r temP,erat1:1 r.~ or qeilirig heigh°ts. 'the 
calculation method presenteOin Appendix A of NFPA 92A • 
can be used. ,; · · ~ 
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term deviations from the suggested minimum design 
pressure difference may not have a serious effect on the 
protection provided by a smoke control system. There is no 
clear-c.ut allowable value of this deviation. It depends on 
tightn"ess of doors, tightness of construction, toxicity of 
smoke, airflow rates, and the volumes of spaces. Intermit
tent deviations up to 50% of the suggested minimum 
design pressure difference are considered tolerable in 
most cases. 

PRESSURIZED STAIRWELLS •:">. 

Many pressurized stairwells are designed ancf built 
with the goal of providing a tenable environment within the 
·escape route in the event of a building fire. It is obvious that 
a pressurized stairwell can meet its objectives, even if a 

! small amount of smoke infiltrates the stairwell. The three 
major design concerns, with pressurized stairwells are: 
-nonuniform pressure differences occurring over the 

stairwell height, ,. . 
-large pressure fluctuations caused by doors being 

opened and closed, and 
-the location of supply air inlets and fans. 

At first it might appear that the pressure differences 
from the stairwell to the building would be essentially the 
same over the height ofthe stairwell. Unfortunately, this is 
not the case. Figure 1 shows pressure profiles for stairwells . 
located ,in buildings with three different leakage· 
characteristics, all with the same stairwell and building 
temperatures. These pressure profiles repr.e$ent winter 
conditions, that is, an outside temperature less than the 
inside temperature. 

For the building without yertical leakage through floors 
or shafts other than the stairwell, the pressure profile is a 
straight line. Of course, this le~kage charaq~eristic is not 
representative of many buildings. However,- this case is 
useful because it has been analytically solved and it 
represents a worst case. (The analysis is presented in 
Section 4.3 .of the·.ASH RAE Smoke Control Manual.) It is a 
worst case in that its minimum pressure difference is less 
than that for other, more rea.listic leakage configurations, 

, ('. 

Pressure differences produced by smoke control 
systems tend to fluctuate due to the wind, fan pulsations,.· .""" :::.'.· · 
doors opening, doors ·closing, -and other factors. ,S):lort-

Building With 
Vertical' Leakage 
Between Floors · 1 

. ( ; 

TABLE2 
Suggested Mlnlmu,Y, Pressure 

Design Difference Across Sm.ok~_Barrle~~ 
· (Inches Water ~age) ,.. . -· ·· 

·::< DESIGN 
BLDG CEILING .. PRESSURE 
TYPE2 · HEIGHT . ,DIFFE~~NCE I . 

AS ANY ;. .Q5 
NS 9 ft. 1· . .10 

~ 

· NS 15 ft. .14, 
NS 21 ft . .18 

NOTE 1: For design purposes, a smoke control system should maintain i hese 
minimum pressure differences under likely conditions·ot stack effect or 
wind. 

NOTE 2: AS - Sprinklered, NS - Nonsprinklered:~- · - --· 
\f 
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Building With 
Leakage Through . , 

an Bevator 
Shaft 

Pressure Difference 

Building 
Without 
Vertical 
Leakagit, 
Between 

Floors. 

Figure 1 Pressure profiles for pressurized stalrwe/ls in three buildings 
with different laalarge characteristics 
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and its maximulT) pr~ssure difference Ls greater than that 
for these other leakage configurations. Computer analysis 
can be performed to include the effects of more com
plicated building leal<age arrangements. 

I 
· ~ 
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Zone . 

When a door is opened in a pressur.ized stairwell, the._ 
pressure difference across the. remaining closed doors can 
drop dramatically. The two classe.$ of design conce.pts that. 
have been used to deal with this problem are overpress1,.1re 
relief and feedback control. These concepts are described 

·m· : l Smok• ~-
. " . J . L"": 

in the ASHRAE Smoke Control Manual; however, there is 
a difference of opinion as to the relative merits of each, 
which is the subject of a research proposal developed by 
ASH RAE TC 5.6, Fire and Smoke Control Committee. It is 
anticipated that this project will lead to more effective anq 
less complicated systems, An overpressure relief system 
that has gained attention as being simple and cost
effective is the "Canadian system." The essential features 
of this system are that air is supplied by one or more fans 
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at relatively constant flow rates and the ground floor 
exterior stairwell door opens automatically upon system 
activation. This system eliminates the source of the most ",,;,
severe pressure fluctuations, that is, the opening and clos-
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Smoke 
Zone 

ing of the exterior door. 
There is, concern with locating. supply air inlets near 

the exterior ground floor doors of the stairwell. If a supply 
inlet is located near this door, the potential exists for much 
of the supply air to flow directly through the exterior door
way when it is opened, thus effectively reducing stairwell 
pressurization. It is believed that locating inlets only one 
floor away from exterior doors eliminates this potential.-

With any stairwell pressurization system, there is the 
potential for smoke feedback into the pressurized stairwell 
from smoke entering the pressurizatiqn fan intake. There
fore, the capability of automatic shutdown should be· con
sidered. The supply air intake should be separated from 
all building exhausts, outlets from smoke shafts; elevator 
vents, and other openings through which smoke might flow 
in a building fire. Because hot smoke rises, consideration 
should be given to' locating supply air intakes below such 
critical outlets. However, outdoor smoke movement that 
might result in smoke feedback depends on the location 
of the·fire, locatio·n of the points of smoke leakage from the ' 
building, wind speed and direction, and the temperature 
difference between the smoke and the outside air. At pres
ent, too little information is available about such outdoor 
smoke· movement to warrant gerferal recommendations 
favoring ground-level intakes ratherthan roof-level intakes. 
Some designers provide both grou·na-level and roof-level 
intakes so that if smoke is detected in one intake that fan 
can be shut down without loss of stairwell pressurization: 

ZONED SMOKE CONTROL 
·. ,· . .. 'I\ 

A building can be djvicjed into a numo~r of smoke 
zones, ~ach separated from tj'le o~hers by partitions and 
floors. A smoke control zene can-consist of one floor or 
more than one floor or a floor ean consist of more than one 
smoke ·zone. Some arrangements of smoke control zones 
are illustrated in Figure 2. In the event of a fire. pressure dif
ferences and airflows produced by mechanical fans can 
be used to limit smoke spread to the zone in which the fire 
initiated (the smoke zone). The concentration of smoke in 
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:·" Note: In the Above FlgurH the Smoke Zone Is Indicated by a Mlnua Sign and 
Pressurized Spaces Ara Indicated by a P1ua Sign. Each Floor Can Be a 
Smoke Contra! Zone as in (al and (bl or a Smoke Zone Can Consist of More 
Than One Floor as in (cl and (d). All of the Non-Smoke Zones in a Building 
May Be P!Hlurl:md aa In (al and (c) or Only Non-Smoke ZacMS Adi-nt to 
the Smoke Zone May Bl!I Pressurized as In (bl and (d). A Smoke Zone Can 
Also Be Umltad to ei Part of a f"loor as in (el. 

Figure2 Some arrangements of smoke control zones 

this zone may render it untenable. Accordingly, in zoned 
smoke control systems~ building occupants should 
evacuate the zone in which the fire occurs as soon as possi~ 
ble after fire detection. 

ELEVATOR SMOKE CONTROL . 
.· 

A joint project to study elevator smoke control is being 
conducted by the NBS and the National Research Coun- ·
cil of Canada (NRCC). The intent of the project is to extend 1 

smoke control technology to elevators in an effort to help 
solve the fire evacuation problem of people who cannot ' 
use stairs because of physical 'disabilities. Smoke protec
tion is one of the many obstacles to the use of elevators for · 
fire evacu(i~On that are discussed by Klote (1984), and all 
of the obstacles other than smoke protection can be ad
dressed bY. means of existing technology. 

Elevator smoke control includes pressurization of the 
elevator shaft and lobbies. The lobbies must be protected 
from smoke for the timetha_t people are waiting for eleva
tors. Generally, pressurization of the elevator machinery 
room is not a concern, because it can be indirectly pres
surize.9 qy air flowing from the elevator shaft through the 
large holes for elevator cables that connect the shaft to the , 
machinery room. , 

The major design concern with elevator smoke con
trol is the pressure fluctuations that result due to opening 
and closing of elevator doors and other building doors. A 
feedback control system was studied by computer model
ing, and this study indicated that the system is capable of 
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dealing with .the pressure fluctuations problem (Klote and 
Tamura 1986). Also, this study indicated that elevator 
smoke control could be achieved by pressurizing the lob
bies directly, pressudZing the shaft directly, or pressuriZing 
both directly. These·feeaback-controlled pressurization 
systems do not include air flow through vents from the 
elevator shaft to the outside. This can be achieved by 
elimination of these vents-or"ey closing a-damper in the 
vent during smoke control operations. Full-scale fire experi
ments conducted e,t the 10-story fire resear..ch tower near 
Ottawa (Tamura and Klote 1987) verified the computer 
study and also shov,ved that·a pressure relief system was 
capable of dealing with the pressure fluctuation problem. 
This pressure relief system includes an elevator ~tfaft vent 
to the outside. • · 

Another concern is the transient pressures p'roduced 
when an elevator car moves in its shaft. Some design 
engineers believed that this "piston effect" m'ight overcome 
an elevator smoke control system. Analytitatand experi· 
mental studies of piston-effect have been conducted (Klote 
and Tamura 1987), and a simple relationship has been 
developed that is appropriate for design of systems that are 
not adversely affected_by pistoii.effect. -· -~ 

Before elevator smoke control can become a reality, 
the information developed abaut elevator.smoke control by 
the NBS/NRCC joint project needs to be put in· a form 
readily usable by design engineers. 
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SMOKE PURGING CAUTION 
,, ' . 

Dilution of smoke in a zone in which a fire occurs is not 
a means of smoke control. This pr9cess is sometime5 
referred to as smoke purging or smoke'exhau'st: Many 
people have unrealistic expectations about what.this 
approach can accomplish. There is no theoretical or 
experimental evidence tt;tat using a building's HVAC 
system for smoke dilution will result in. any significant im· 
provement in tenable conditions within the fire space. It is 
well known that HVAC systems promote a considerable -
degree of air mixing within the spaces they serve. Because ' 
of this and the fact that very large quantities of smoke 9an . 
be produced by building fires, 'it'is generally believecfthat · 
dilution at smoke-by an.HVAC system in the zone in which 
there is a fire will oot result in any practical improvement in 
the tenable conG!i~ions-,in that zone. . .... 

ACTIVATION OF ZONED . . . , ·' ! l . ... 

SMOKE CONTROL SYSTEMS: .. :-., ... ,· 
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opposite of the desired operation, that is, smoke would be 
farced into other zones. As a result, a vocal minority of offi
cials feel that smoke control should only be activated 
manually by firefighters after they are sure of the fire loca
tion. f':lowever, most involved professionals feel that such 
manual activation would be so late in the fire development 
that extensive hazard to life and property damage due to 
smoke would already have occurred. r 

The most recent view on the subject is that zoned 
smoke control should be automatically activated by an 
alarm from either heat detectors or sprinkler water flow. 
Obviously, this approach increases the likelihoo<;1 of proper •:;,fl· 

identification of the fire zone. For smoldering fires, this · 
approach would result in significantly longer response · 
time. However, for flaming fires, it is believed that the 
response time with this approach would be short enough 
so that significant benefit would be realized by the opera-
tion of the smoke-control system: It is hoped that advances 
in smoke detector technology and application will improve 
significantly the ability of these detectors to positively iden· 
tify the fire zone. 

Throughout all this controversy, there was complete 
agreement that zoned smoke·control shoufd not be acti· 
vated by alarms from pull boxes. The reason can be illus
trated by the scenario of a man ·who, observing a fire an an 
upper floor of a building, decides that the first ttiing he 
should do is get out of the building. On the' way down the 
stairs, he thinks of his responsibility to the other occupants. 
He stop·s on a lower floor long enough 'to actuate a pull box. 
If that alarm activated the smoke control system, the wrong 
zone would be identified as the fire zone. · ' . 

Generally, it is agreed that stairwell pressurization 
systems can be activated oy the alarm of any detector 
located.within the building. ·· • -· 

.. ;.' ;~ : -

' RELIABILIT:Y OF _POWER 
Many deSigners and code officials feel that standby 

electrical generator sets should be provided far systems 
that are intended for the purpose of smoke control only. 
Generally, these dedicated systems have lower power 
requirements ~han systems that employ the building's 
HVAC system fans. Most pressurized stairwells are dedi-
cated systems, and most zoned smoke control systems are. 
non-dedicated systems. Some designers and code of:fi· .. 
cials feel that standby power is not appropriate far non .. 
dedicated systems because, of the costs associated with 
a standby generator set to provide all the power needed 
to operate all the HVAC fans in a large building. However, System acti vation is probatif.y ·the major area of 

disagreement in the field of smoke control'.' Th is disagree
ment is primarily about automatic activation vs. manual 
activation. In the early days of smoke control. there was 
general agreement that activation qt:-" pressure sancfwich" 
systems should :be automatic' ·upon' alarm from ·s-moke · 
detectors. Automatic activation by smoke detectors located 
in building spaces has the clear'a.'dvantage of fB:st 

· ,,. some !JVAC systems are so arranged that out of the many 
HVAC fans, _only a few are needed for the smoke control 
operation. Far such systems, standby power would be 
less expensive. 

responsa ' ~. · - .. · · 
Some building designers and fire service officials 

began to realize that smoke detectors could go into alarm 
on a floor far away from the fire. Thus. automatic aetivatrbn 
by smoke detectors coold result in press~rizatiori'"of the 
zone in which the fire occurred, which would result in the 

" : J · ·- '-
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The considerations discussed above do not address 
· the role of smoke control in a building's overall fire protec

tion system. For buildings withoutfire suppression syStems,' · 
smoke control can be a very important feature. Standby 
power for~sr'noke control in such a building would be 
desirable: Further, the benefits of multiple power feeds 
should be considered, ,either alone or in conjunction with 
standby pawei: Because smoke control is a new techno
logy, no consensus has been reached concerning relia-

' 



bility of electric power; however, it is recommended that 
each case be evaluated considering the total fire protec
tion system of the building. 

ACCEPTANCE TESTING 

Regardless of the care, skill, and attention to de.tail with 
which a smoke control syStem is designed, an acceptance 
test is needed as assurance that the system, as built. 
operates as intendeEi. Further, many smoke conti<;J,I sys
tems will require adjustments of supply airtlow rates or 
pressure relief vent openings to accommodate the par
ticular leakage characteristics of the buildings of which they 
are a part. These adjustments can be made in conjunction 
with the acceptance test. AH measurements made during 
acceptance testing should be recorded and saved for 
inspection. . 

NFPA 92A provides a general description of accept
ance tests intended to demonstrate that the final integrated 
system installation complies with the specified des~gn and 
functions properly. If standby power has been provided for 
the smoke control system, acceptance tests should be con
ducted with both normal power and standby power. 

For zoned smoke control systems, one zone should be 
put into th.e smoke contml mode. and the pressure dif
ferences at the boundaries of that zone_should be 
measured. After smoke control operation in th~t zone has . 
been deactivated, another zone should be tested in the 
same manner. This should be repeated until all smoke 
zones have been tested. Systems with,automatic activation 
should be activated by putting an appropriate detector into 
the alarm. 

I t , 

With all stairwell doors close.d, pressure differences ... 
across each stairwell door should be measured. Then one. 
door should be opened and pressure difference measure
ments made at each closed stairwell door: Tb is should be 
repeated until the number of doors opened equals the 
number of doors required by the code authority to be 
opened. . 

A caution needs to be given concerning the use of 
smoke bombs .• The major problem with most smoke bomb 
tests of smoke control system's is that they are intended to 
test some improvement of smoke conditions in the zone 
where the fire is located. This is based on the mistaken 
belief that smoke control is capable of producing a signifi· 
cant improvement in tenable conditions within the zone . 
where the fire is located. These test.s are described here in 
general terms so that the reader can recognize this type"of · 
test and understand the problems with them.•:fhe smoke .. 
control system is put in operation,and, in the zone being 
e~tiausted, a· number of smoke bombs are ignite~ . The 
smok~ bomtis produce.all their smoke In~ few minutes 
and the zone rapidly fills with smoke. Because the smoke 
contrql system is exhausting air and chemical smoke from 
this zci11e, the conc~ritration of chemical smoke decreases 
with time: If, at some specific time after ignitibn, a specific 
object (such as an exit sign) is visible by.a human obse'rv~r. 
at a specific distaf!ce (such as 20 ~). the ·smoke con~[OI 
system is det;lared a success. .... ' 

The problems with this type of smol<e' bomb test are 
numerous. The criterion for successful operation is not ob
jective. Further, the potential danger of exposing the 
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obsdrver or other people to .toxic chemical smoke musr~~r ' 
dealt with'. The obscuration of smoke,'from a builc;Hng,fire

1
·,: •• 

is mli!ch 9ifferent from that of chemicaJ s_moke. M~~t w3.m- -
ing fi res produce a dense black smoke, wolle sn'l~ke ''· 
bombs produce a white smo~e. At present, no i.nformation · : 
is available relating smoke obscuration of'chemlcpl smoke 
to that of smoke from .buildLng 

1
/lres. These pro~Jer:ns can 

be overcome by modifications to the test method~ However. 
this would not yielQ a test r~lev~Q~ for q smoke. control 
system. Because a smol<e 

1
cqntrol system ts intended to 

maintain pr9;ssur~ difterences at the bound~!ies of !he 
smoke zone. 'the system should be tested by measuring 
pressure differences. A very serious problem with this type 
of smoke bomb test is that It can give building occupants . ' 
and fire service officials a false sense of security. The test 
can lead people to wrongly think that smoke contr9I is 
capable of achieving a significant improvement in tenable. 
conditions within the fire space. · 

· Testing the performance! 91 smoke control systems 
with chemical smoke tror:n smoke.~ombs is not r~alistic for 
flaming tires in unsprinklered buildings. Probably the flow 
of unheated chemical smoke is similar to that of smoke 
from a.sprinklered fire or a smolde_rtng fire. However, the 
gases produced by a large ilami ng fire in a building are in 
the ange of 12000f to 1800°F. Fqr chemical Sf110ke to pro
duce the same 9uoyarrt pressure di~erences as these 
gases. the chemical smo~e would have to be heated to the 
same temperatures. Obviously, \his is impractical because 
of the associated danger to life and property. 

Chemical smoke or a tracer gas (such as sulfur hexa
fluoride) can be used to test for smoke feedback into 
supply air. The general procedure for testing with chemical 
smoke is described here. A number of smoke bombs are 
placed lri a metal container and au· bombs are simultan
eously'ignited. The container is located near an exhaust 
inlet l~ the smoke zone being tested s? that all ?f the 
chemical smoke produced by the bombs 1s drawn directly 
into the exhaust air stream. If chemical smoke is detected 
in the supply air. its path should be determined, the path 
should be blocked. and then the smoke feedback test 
should be conducted again. , . .-· .. . -

Smoke bombs can be useful in locating the leakage 
paths that sometimes defeat a smoke control system. For 
example, if the construction of a stairwell ls unusually leaky, 
pressurization of that.stairwell may not be possible witMans 
sized for construction of average tightness. Chemical 
smoke generated within the stairwell will flow through the 
leakage paths and indicate their location so that they can 
be caulked or sealed. · 

: I 

SUMMARY :• 

Smoka control makes use of mechanical fans to pro
duce pressure differences and airflows that can control 
smoke movement. ~he m.ethods of design analysi 
presented in the ASH RAE Smoke Control Manuaf directly 
incorporate the effects of friction losses in shafts. temP.era· 
tu re differences between the inside and outside. and wind 
forces. Further. these methods of analysis indirectly incor
porate fire effects by the selection of design pressure differ
ences. Pressurized stairwells and zoned smoke control are 
the two smoke control systems in common use today, and 
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research is ongoing to develop smoke control technology 
for elevator protection. It is generally believed that dilution 
of smoke by an HVAC_system in the zone in which there is 
a fire will' not result in· any practical improvement in the 
tenaole cor:iqitions in that zone. Activation of zoned smoke 
control sy.st~ms is a major area of dislfgreement in the field'' 
of Sl'l)Oke' control. Th.!=l idea orautom~tic activation by 
smo.ke detectors be.came unpopulal'whe·fl it was realized 
that detectors could'go into alarm on a floor far away frbm 
the fire. M~ny feel that zoned srhoke cbn.trol systems should 
be ac.tivate'd automatically by water flow from spri!Jklers or 
by heat detectors, while a vocal ff1ir:o,rity.feel that ?Ctivati~n 
should only be manually activat~ l:)y, toe fire service. There 
is general agreement that zoned smbke control should not 
be activated by alarms frbm p.ull boxes. Generally, it is 
agreed that stairwel l pressurizatjon systems can be 
activated by the alarm of any detector located within the 
building. ~ ' . 

There is considerable difference of opinion as to the 
circumstances under which standby power should be 
required for smoke control.systems. 'It is recorritne~dt;!d that. 
the requi rements for stanq}'.>y power for e9ch ca~~ be 
evaluated individually, considering tre total .fire prg!ecti~n. 
system of the building. · ~ · · .. , 

The acceptarn::e tests evaluating th_e pertormarice of 
smoke control systems·,shoulCI consist.of we.ssure 
measurement tests. Chemical smoke from smoke Qombs 
is not recommended for tesb ng the' performance of these 
systems. However. c~~mical smokec.?n be U$~9 ~ot~stfor 
smoke feedback into supply air and to locate the )~a~ge 
paths in construction that.sometimes defeat a sriJ.o.ke con-
trol c::vstem. · : · · · · . -
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DISCUSSION 

B. Andrews, Broward City Board of Rules and Appeals; Fort 
Lauderdale, FL: Any building with a smoke control system <;< 
should also be sprinklered. Chemical smoke is a quick way to find 
improperly wired or defective smoke detectors and dampers, VAV 
boxes, or cet1tral alarm systems. Are "high-temperature" exhaust 
fans required on some exhaust systems? 
J.H; Klote: Your opinion that buildings with smoke control 
systems should be sprinklered is also held by many other profes
sionals. In general, this opinion seems good, but fire protection 
engineer,:> should be free to use smoke control without sprinklers 
in special cases, such- as rehabilitation construction. 
The uses of chemical smoke that yqu d~scribe are ones that I had 
not th,ought of aQd they are probably quite good. If the smoke con
trol zones in a building are sufficiently large, the hot fire gases 
pulled into the ext.laust will be diluted by lower temperature air 
from other spaces, and the,{(\n will not be expos~d tq very high 
temp.eratures. In addition heat transfer from the ducfalso lowers 
gas. r~mperature.1 

In this consideration. the zone size and an an· 
ticipated fire sized ar e ve'ry important,' and a rough estimate can 
be quickly made by considering dilution only. This estimate will 
be conservative in that l:leat transfer is not included. 
Andrews: Is fibrous duct acceptable in smoke control systems 
and if so, under what conditions?- .-," 

Kl~te: I arri notin a position to say what is or is not acceptable. 
That is the proper place of the codes and local laws. However, it 
wouid seem that any duct material would be acceptable if it can 
function at the temperatures anticipated in a fire situation . 
Andrews: in 'a mid- or high-rise building with a smoke control 
system, how rtiany floors or smoke zones should be on an · 
emergency· power source? 
Klote: As I said before, I am not in a position to say what is or is 
not acceptable. Emergency power is discussed in general in the. 
paper. · 

W.A. Murray, Ellerbe Associates, Minneapolis, MN: Smoke 
purge should be identified as a separate system from smoke con
trol, and the system should be used to purge smoke only after· 
a fire. 
Klote: I am glad: you made fhat point. After a fire has been . 
extinguished, the firefighters need to purge the smoke in order . 
to make their· inspection. As I understand it, they check to deter
mine if the fire is really out, among other things. A purge system 
can be helpful in this regar;d.-This is especially true for spaces 
without windows or other large openings to the outside, such as 
Ulilderground areas, becausethese spaces are more difficultfOf 
firefighters to purge. I suspect that four or six air changes may r:iot 
be sµfficient for such after the fire purging; however. no research 
has.been dqne on this subject 
J.R. Bone, University of Michigan Hospital, Ann Arbor: 
What effect does building pressurization have on zoned $make 
contr.ol? . · ' · 

Kiot~: Building pressurization is accomplished by the HVAC 
system during normal operation. During a fire situation, that same 
system can be used to accomplish smoke contra~. When it is in 
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the smoke control mode, the supply air to the smoke zone is shut 
off. Thus, building pressuri?AtiQn should have no effect at all on 
smoke control. -

Bone: How can an acceptance test be conducted in a building 
already occupied? 

. .. .. 

J .... • I 

Klotti As discussed in the paper. smoke control systems "1ould 
be tested by measuring the pressure differences produc~ by Uie 
system when it is In the smoke control moda Thia can be done 
with very'llttle interference In normal bulldlng activitln tor both 
acceptance and routine testing, 
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